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ABSTRACT

Aim: This study was carried out to introduce and evaluate a fast, simple user-friendly protocol for improving the quality of CBCT based 3D volume and producing a 3D model that can be used effectively in multiple dental applications. Subjects and methods: 40 DICOM files of small field of view (FOV) for patients with impacted lower third molars were used in the present study. The 3D Volume style was changed into black and white with modification in contrast and transparency then “clean rendering tool” was used before returning to the default style. Volume quality was recorded before and after applying the proposed protocol and was compared for data matching with the corresponding axial, reformatted panoramic and cross-sectional images. Moreover, a survey for dentists was collected regarding the ease of application, satisfaction with the modified volume and suggested applications. Results: The results showed that all the tested volumes were improved with reduced noise and artifacts. Conclusion: the proposed protocol was successful and easy to use. The improved volume was suggested to be used for the patient communication, surgical planning, dental education and furthermore applications.

Introduction

Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is now considered as a cornerstone in oral and maxillofacial radiology for providing low radiation dose to the patients and cost effective clinically important data1). CBCT based 3D volume rendering is used in diagnostic and treatment planning tasks as in maxillofacial surgery, dental implantology and orthodontics2-4). Besides to its rule in comparative follow up for morphological, dimensional and positional changes analysis5). Moreover, it is an essential tool for the analysis of facial deformities and asymmetries6).

High quality noise free images are not only essential for clinical intervention but also for academic teaching and effective patient communication that have a direct effect on the level of health care quality and patient commitment while low quality images are considered barriers for effective patient communication7,8).
Volume rendering is initially done automatically and can also be done or modified manually\(^9\). Manual segmentation may be considered as the gold standard for volume rendering but it is a very time consuming and technique sensitive procedure\(^9,10\), thus finding an alternative is an important research attractive topic. The accuracy of volume rendering is affected by multiple factors as artifacts and noise\(^10\). CBCT is associated with more noise than multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) and many approaches were introduced to overcome this problem\(^10-12\).

In this respect, the aim of the present study was to introduce and evaluate a simple protocol for improving the quality of CBCT dental 3D volume rendering based on surface cleaning tool to overcome the effect of artifacts and noise found in the automatic default 3D volume rendering.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

40 retrieved DICOM files of impacted lower third molars were included in the present study. CBCT imaging was acquired by Planmeca\textsuperscript{®} system (Promax 3D Classic, Helsinki, Finland) with operating parameters: 90 kV, 6 mA, and a voxel size of 0.2 mm. The used software was Planmeca Romexis\textsuperscript{®} 5.3.

**Inclusion criteria:**

1. Quadrant or segment imaged FOV
2. Separated upper and lower arches
3. Clearly displayed impacted lower third molar in the FOV
4. Presence of noise and artifacts in the default 3D volume
5. Occurrence of data loss and false bone fenestrations when threshold adjustment for noise correction was applied

The default 3D x-ray shaded rendering volumes were evaluated and images were captured from different views for later comparison (figure 1A).

3D Volume style was changed into black and white style then rendering transparency was adjusted to level ten while the rendering contrast was decreased to zero (figure 1B). Using the clean rendering tool, the outer noise and artifact space was cleaned by moving the active tool near the remaining volume of interest (VOI) without touching the outer surface of the volume. A large tool size was used for initial massive cleaning (figure 1C), followed by a small tool size for fine tuning (figure 1C). This cleaning method was performed from different perspectives as buccal, lingual, occlusal, and oblique views (figure 1C). After finishing, 3D rendering was changed back to the default X-ray shaded style (figure 1D). Quality scores were recorded and compared.

The proposed protocol was performed by two operators who applied it together to the present study samples and another two operators together observed and evaluated the results. The observers could rotate and zoom the 3D volume for improving the visibility of any needed anatomy but were not allowed to adjust the threshold, density, contrast, or transparency. The observers scored the quality of the volume and the data matching with the corresponding slice images from the implant modules (axial, cross section, and reformatted panoramic images) with reference color coded plane shown in the 3D volume (figure 2). Five-point scale was used depending on five factors, each for one point (verified by correlation with other images):

- Bone status: no data loss or erroneous dehiscence or noised surface
- Teeth surfaces: clear occlusal topography and detection of coronal destruction if present
- Alveolar crest level: true crestal bone level
- Impaction status: showing information helpful in treatment planning
- Overall volume quality: the view was good enough to show information to patients or for medical education
A survey for dentists was collected during a scientific meeting. The survey was composed of three parts; the first part was asking about the ease of application of the protocol using 1 to 10 scale where 1 was “very easy” and 10 was “very difficult”. The second part evaluated the satisfaction with the improved volume using a satisfaction scale from 1 to 10 where 10 was “totally satisfied” and 1 was “totally dissatisfied”. Finally, the third part was inquiring if the dentists recommend the new model to be included as a routine view for each case and why (suggested uses).

Fig. (1)  (A) 3D default volume before protocol application from buccal (left), occlusal (middle) and lingual (right). (B) Black and white style (left), volume after increasing transparency (middle) and volume after decreasing contrast (right). (C) Active large cleaning tool (left), the result after initial cleaning (middle), and active small tool applied on another perspective (right). (D) 3D volume after cleaning. Note the clear surface topography (middle) that can be used in registration procedures.
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Data in the present study were presented as mean, standard deviation (S.D.) and Confidence Interval (C.I.) values. For Descriptive data, results were presented as median, standard deviation (S.D.), Confidence Interval (C.I.) values and percentage. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to evaluate the quality difference before and after applying the protocol. The significance level was set at P ≤ 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS Statistics Version 22 for Windows.

RESULTS

The overall image noise was managed in all cases of the present study. The cleaned 3D volume showed important data that can be used for multiple purposes.

Descriptive findings:

- Complete and enough upper and lower arch separation is essential to segment the needed arch from the opposing and any touching points can lead to altered data and errors in occlusal topography.
- Volume after modification showed clear teeth occlusal topography that may be of benefit for cast model registration (figure 1).
- During application, after adjusting transparency, remaining roots were easily detected.

Statistical findings:

Results of Shapiro-Wilk tests showed that the data was not normally distributed so non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank was used to evaluate the quality difference before and after applying the cleaning protocol while median was used for the descriptive data.

The statistical test of the data showed that the quality scores were significantly increased after applying the protocol (table 1).
Table (1) Results of Wilcoxon signed-rank test for the quality difference before and after applying the cleaning protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Time points</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Mean diff.</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower jaw</td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.55-2.84</td>
<td>-5.77</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at $P \leq 0.05$

The number of dentists who participated in the survey was 53. Survey results showed that regarding ease of application the median was 2 (easy) while for satisfaction score it was 10 (totally satisfied) (table 2). They recommended the new model to be included as a routine view for each impaction case and they provided suggested applications. The main suggested applications were categorized as effective patient communication (96%), surgical planning (75%) and medical education (17%). Other applications (less than 10%) were models’ manipulation, marketing, digital dentistry, and the use of the same protocol in other cases like implant planning, surgical guide procedures and periodontal diseases.

Table (2) Descriptive statistics of survey regarding ease of application and satisfaction score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of application</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction score</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>9.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

CBCT is widely used in dentistry by radiology specialists and non-specialists. Many attempts have been made to ease its use and make it a non-technique sensitive (13). Unfortunately, some application protocols such as manual segmentation, are not specifically designed for non-specialists and involve complex time-consuming procedures, also require special software to be performed (13). Thus, the present study aimed to introduce and evaluate a user-friendly protocol for improving the quality of 3D volume rendering.

The quality of 3D volume rendering is very significant for the diagnosis, treatment planning, outcome evaluation and 3D printing applications (12,11,14). Additionally, 3D reconstruction is important for patient communication and more than two thirds of USA dentists implement radiographic images as a way to communicate with their patients (15). The proposed protocol produced a reliable high-quality 3D reconstruction that can be used for multiple applications and in effective patient communication.

Manual slice by slice segmentation and threshold adjustment may be an accurate methodology for producing high quality volumes, however the technique is sensitive and time-consuming. Therefore, alternative solutions should be found (16-19). In the present study, fast and simple technique was proposed for this mission and the results of dentist survey showed that the protocol was easy for them and they were satisfied with the enhanced volume.

Dentists can benefit from 3D volume rendering using inexpensive available personal computer based software which expands the merits of the CBCT technology (20). This work was done using Planmeca romexis software that is readily available without additional cost and can be used on personal computers.

The accuracy of volume rendering is affected by multiple factors as voxel size, FOV, artifacts and the beam inhomogeneity of CBCT scanners (10).
A point of strength in the present study is the standardization where all images were taken by the same machine and same parameters so that any variations can be excluded. The used small FOV had the benefits of not only improving image quality but also reducing the radiation dose. Also, small FOV allowed easy manipulation of the volume to be cleaned from different perspectives without affection of other parts of the scan.

In the same context, mandibular impactions were the choice rather than the maxillary ones because of many factors as the lesser maxillary bone density and the variations in bone thickness and shape of the maxilla in addition to the presence of an air-filled structures like maxillary sinuses making the 3D volume manipulation more difficult \(^{(4, 10)}\). Fortunately, the 3D volume rendering of the lower jaw has a broad range of clinical applications, as in orthodontics and maxillofacial surgeries \(^{(21, 22)}\).

An important recommendation is to compare the effect of this protocol on the accuracy of other dependent or related further applications as an approach for verification of its accuracy and reliability.

**CONCLUSION**

The introduced new protocol improved the quality of CBCT dental 3D volume by minimizing any artifacts or noises. Moreover, most of dentists involved in the survey were greatly satisfied from this quality improvement and found that the protocol was very easy to apply. The introduced protocol is promising, and further studies are needed to study the suggested uses as patient communication, dental education, and surgical planning and to evaluate the work accuracy when used in other further procedures like registrations. Finally, the findings of the present study may have important implications if a reconstruction algorithm can be applied to reconstruct other slices without the removed artifacts which is an important point of recommendation for researchers working on artificial intelligence.
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